Tell, 1962/1977
Giselle, 1966/1977
Die Kleinen Füchse [The Small Foxes],
1956/1977
Ich bin Bergmann! Wer ist mehr? [I am a
Miner! Who’s Better?], 1952/1977
Oktober 1917–1957, 1957/1977
…dass nie eine Mutter mehr ihren Sohn
beweint […so that no mother must ever
again weep for son], 1958/1977

Ich bin Bergmann! Wer ist mehr?
[I am a Miner! Who’s Better?], 1952
In the Name of Humanity, 1968/1977
Lenins Werk lebt, Der Sozialismus siegt
[Lenin’s Work Lives, Socialism Wins],
1960/1977
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Kommunismus [Soviet Power +
Electrification = Communism], 1967/1977

Interior/exterior poster column
with posters by Klaus Wittkugel and
Anton Stankowski, 2016
(poster column conceived by Prem
Krishnamurthy and Cay Sophie Rabinowitz,
interior/exterior concept by Maayan
Strauss, fabrication by Levi Murphy)

Sachsenhausen, 1961/1977
Militarismus ohne Maske
[Militarism Without Masks], 1957/1977
Die Besten in die Volksvertretung!
[The Best Ones for the People’s
Representation!], 1957/1977
Das Plakat [The Poster], 1954/1977
Aktion J [Action J], 1961/1977

Posters
typographies and visual idioms to suit a
given message. Prefiguring later postmodern design methods, this form of
graphic citation contrasts with the more
streamlined and rationalized work of his
West German contemporaries, such as
Anton Stankowski and Otl Aicher.
Wittkugel’s early photographs, posters,
and especially exhibition designs reveal
an idiosyncratic yet consistent interest
in ideas of mirroring, reproduction, and
the representation of labor, as well as the
self-reflexive insertion of the designer’s
process into the work. It is this last aspect
of Wittkugel’s oeuvre, perhaps the most
personal and distinct, which initially drew
my attention. I first encountered Wittkugel’s
work in late 2007 in an antiquarian bookshop in South Boston. Almost a decade
earlier, I had spent one year on a Fulbright
Fellowship researching East German industrial designers, in an attempt to understand
how the changes of 1989 had marked them.
So I was surprised to discover a handsome
and ambitious monograph from 1979 of a
major East German graphic designer whom
I did not yet know, but with whose aesthetic
and approach I felt an uncanny affinity. My

curiosity only increased as I tried over the
next years to grasp this unusual body of
work more thoroughly.
This exhibition is an initial attempt to
resurrect the remarkable work of Klaus
Wittkugel. Caught somewhere between
the avant-garde traditions of the early
20th century and the Socialist politics
of the postwar period, Wittkugel’s work
stands out as an intriguing challenge to the
established canons of design history. The
dialectical relationship within his work and
life, full of complexities and contradictions,
distinguishes Wittkugel’s practice. The
history of 20th-century graphic design in
Germany is narrated primarily as a linear
succession of West German figures, in
which clarity, reduction, and functionality
within a commercial context are taken as
givens. 25 years after the fall of the Berlin
Wall, with a new and perhaps even more
terrifying world order emerging, the time
is right to reconsider aspects of our recent
past, and to look at one designer from that
suppressed “other side” in his own light.
New York City
January 14, 2016
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Diplomat auf heißem Boden [Diplomat on
Hot Ground], 1962
Prem Krishnamurthy
On Display: Klaus Wittkugel, 2016
73 slides and slide projector on
auto-advance
Illuminated signage for Kino International,
Karl-Marx-Allee, 1963
Large-scale vinyl graphic, 2016
(fabrication by Steve Voll/Voll, Inc.)

USA in Wort und Bild [USA in Words
and Pictures], Four issues, 1951–1952
Auch ich bin Amerika: Dichtungen
amerikanischen Neger [I Too Am America:
Poetry of American Negros], 1948
…dass nie eine Mutter mehr ihren Sohn
beweint […so that no mother must ever
again weep for son], 1958/1964
Finnlandfahrt [Finnland Trip], 1934
Bad Driburg, 1931
Richters Bücherei
[Richter’s Bookshop], 1930
Karstadt Magazin
[Karstadt Magazine], 1932
Das Lichtbild [The Slide], 1931

Im schatten des Sternenbanners
[Star-Spangled Shadow], 1949
Ost und West [East and West], 1948
Das Wort der Verfolgten [The Word of the
Persecuted], 1948
Das Werk im Urwald [The Russian Forest],
1949
Beleidigtes Land [Offended Lands], 1949
Sturm [Storm], 1949
Die letzte Bastion [The Last Bastion], 1948
Books

Photographs

Display

These words in Heinz Wolf’s 1964 monograph Klaus Wittkugel keenly demonstrate
what is both compelling and challenging in
the designer’s work. Klaus Wittkugel (1910–
1985) is a significant and complex figure in
the history of visual and political communication. Active at the highest level of the
discipline, he worked as a designer, photomonteur, typographer, teacher, and propagandist. He embodies the core contradiction of graphic design and what makes
it most interesting: its radical rebuke of
autonomy. For graphic designers, individual

Arbeiter! In die Partei der Arbeiter!
[Workers! Join the Party of the Workers!],
1956/1977

Die kleinen Füchse [The Small Foxes], 1956
recognition grew, East Berlin proved a
conducive context in which to create work.
For Wittkugel, the state was a good client
and supportive patron, not unlike major
corporations were for his Western counterparts. Without employees or a design office
(both of which were forbidden in the East
to preclude competition with the state-run
advertising agency), Wittkugel accomplished projects of all scales and types,
at a level enviable even today. Through his
participation in artists’ councils and design
organizations, as well as his teaching, he
advocated for graphic design’s importance
within the visual arts and society at home
and abroad. Furthermore, as an initiator
of political exhibitions, films, and other
projects, Wittkugel was able to combine
the roles of curator and designer to direct
ideas and their visual expression alike.
Although made for the state itself,
Wittkugel’s posters came under public censure in the early 1950s for their
deviation from Socialist Realist aesthetics
and for a “Formalist” use of abstraction,
photomontage, and typography. This
forced him to adapt his approach, which
evolved to employ heterogeneous historical

ND (Neues Deutschland) Pressefest [Neues
Deutschland Press Conference], 1961/1977

Das Kalte Herz [The Cold Heart], 1950
aesthetic vision is in constant negotiation
with the constraints of a given context or
commissioner. Wittkugel’s primary client
was the now-defunct East German Socialist
state; as such, the ideologically-charged
circumstances of his influential production
complicate existing narratives of agency
and politics in design history.
As the pre-eminent graphic designer in
East Germany, Wittkugel created highlyaccomplished and visible works, which
enjoyed both a national and international
audience. Spanning political and cultural
posters, book covers for Communist works,
commercial packaging systems, signage
for East Berlin’s architectural icons, and
immersive, multi-media propaganda
exhibitions, his work imprinted Socialist
aims on the minds of multiple generations
of East Germans. Fighting against the
Capitalist West with bravado and vitriol,
the visual and textual messages of this
earlier moment may appear—especially to
contemporary viewers aware of the GDR’s
failings—hollow or even cynical. But there
is no doubt that political idealism in the
aftermath of World War II’s trauma guided
Wittkugel’s early work. As his success and

V. Parteitag der Sozialistischen
Einheitspartei Deutschlands [5th Party
Congress of the Socialist Unity Party of
Germany], 1958/1977

“The artist Klaus Wittkugel does not paint
pictures nor does he model sculptures.
His works are not collected and shown
in museums; rather, they work directly in
our everyday life. Wittkugel is a graphic
designer. He designs exhibitions, trade fair
stands, posters, book covers, logos, and
packaging for our people-owned industry.
For nearly every important political event in
the history of our Workers’ and Peasants’
State, there exists an artistic statement
by Wittkugel, who, through his work, has
contributed considerably to the new orientation of our applied graphics.”
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Mein Lied — meine Waffe [My Song,
My Weapon], 1958

Qualität [Quality], 1950/1977

Graphic identity for the Palast der Republik
[Palace of the Republic], 1975
Original glassware and vintage postcard
with reproduced materials, 2016
Logo for the 25th anniversary of
East Germany, 1974
Reproduced materials, 2016
Dekopan packaging as reproduced in
Gebrauchsgrafik in der DDR, 1958/1975
East German postage stamps, 1960, 1969,
1975
DDR [GDR] magazine, 4/1957
Record sleeves, 1956
Identities
Klaus Wittkugel:
Complexity and Contradiction
Prem Krishnamurthy
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recognition grew, East Berlin proved a
conducive context in which to create work.
For Wittkugel, the state was a good client
and supportive patron, not unlike major
corporations were for his Western counterparts. Without employees or a design office
(both of which were forbidden in the East
to preclude competition with the state-run
advertising agency), Wittkugel accomplished projects of all scales and types,
at a level enviable even today. Through his
participation in artists’ councils and design
organizations, as well as his teaching, he
advocated for graphic design’s importance
within the visual arts and society at home
and abroad. Furthermore, as an initiator
of political exhibitions, films, and other
projects, Wittkugel was able to combine
the roles of curator and designer to direct
ideas and their visual expression alike.
Although made for the state itself,
Wittkugel’s posters came under public censure in the early 1950s for their
deviation from Socialist Realist aesthetics
and for a “Formalist” use of abstraction,
photomontage, and typography. This
forced him to adapt his approach, which
evolved to employ heterogeneous historical

aesthetic vision is in constant negotiation
with the constraints of a given context or
commissioner. Wittkugel’s primary client
was the now-defunct East German Socialist
state; as such, the ideologically-charged
circumstances of his influential production
complicate existing narratives of agency
and politics in design history.
As the pre-eminent graphic designer in
East Germany, Wittkugel created highlyaccomplished and visible works, which
enjoyed both a national and international
audience. Spanning political and cultural
posters, book covers for Communist works,
commercial packaging systems, signage
for East Berlin’s architectural icons, and
immersive, multi-media propaganda
exhibitions, his work imprinted Socialist
aims on the minds of multiple generations
of East Germans. Fighting against the
Capitalist West with bravado and vitriol,
the visual and textual messages of this
earlier moment may appear—especially to
contemporary viewers aware of the GDR’s
failings—hollow or even cynical. But there
is no doubt that political idealism in the
aftermath of World War II’s trauma guided
Wittkugel’s early work. As his success and
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“The artist Klaus Wittkugel does not paint
pictures nor does he model sculptures.
His works are not collected and shown
in museums; rather, they work directly in
our everyday life. Wittkugel is a graphic
designer. He designs exhibitions, trade fair
stands, posters, book covers, logos, and
packaging for our people-owned industry.
For nearly every important political event in
the history of our Workers’ and Peasants’
State, there exists an artistic statement
by Wittkugel, who, through his work, has
contributed considerably to the new orientation of our applied graphics.”

typographies and visual idioms to suit a
given message. Prefiguring later postmodern design methods, this form of
graphic citation contrasts with the more
streamlined and rationalized work of his
West German contemporaries, such as
Anton Stankowski and Otl Aicher.
Wittkugel’s early photographs, posters,
and especially exhibition designs reveal
an idiosyncratic yet consistent interest
in ideas of mirroring, reproduction, and
the representation of labor, as well as the
self-reflexive insertion of the designer’s
process into the work. It is this last aspect
of Wittkugel’s oeuvre, perhaps the most
personal and distinct, which initially drew
my attention. I first encountered Wittkugel’s
work in late 2007 in an antiquarian bookshop in South Boston. Almost a decade
earlier, I had spent one year on a Fulbright
Fellowship researching East German industrial designers, in an attempt to understand
how the changes of 1989 had marked them.
So I was surprised to discover a handsome
and ambitious monograph from 1979 of a
major East German graphic designer whom
I did not yet know, but with whose aesthetic
and approach I felt an uncanny affinity. My

curiosity only increased as I tried over the
next years to grasp this unusual body of
work more thoroughly.
This exhibition is an initial attempt to
resurrect the remarkable work of Klaus
Wittkugel. Caught somewhere between
the avant-garde traditions of the early
20th century and the Socialist politics
of the postwar period, Wittkugel’s work
stands out as an intriguing challenge to the
established canons of design history. The
dialectical relationship within his work and
life, full of complexities and contradictions,
distinguishes Wittkugel’s practice. The
history of 20th-century graphic design in
Germany is narrated primarily as a linear
succession of West German figures, in
which clarity, reduction, and functionality
within a commercial context are taken as
givens. 25 years after the fall of the Berlin
Wall, with a new and perhaps even more
terrifying world order emerging, the time
is right to reconsider aspects of our recent
past, and to look at one designer from that
suppressed “other side” in his own light.
New York City
January 14, 2016
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These words in Heinz Wolf’s 1964 monograph Klaus Wittkugel keenly demonstrate
what is both compelling and challenging in
the designer’s work. Klaus Wittkugel (1910–
1985) is a significant and complex figure in
the history of visual and political communication. Active at the highest level of the
discipline, he worked as a designer, photomonteur, typographer, teacher, and propagandist. He embodies the core contradiction of graphic design and what makes
it most interesting: its radical rebuke of
autonomy. For graphic designers, individual
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Das Plakat [The Poster], 1954
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OST UND oder WEST: Klaus Wittkugel
and Anton Stankowski
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Part I: Wittkugel at P!
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